
Completion Management, 
traceability and quality 
assurance for the Project

IteamPCS is the result of more than twelve years of 

experience in projects within different sectors such 

as Shipbuilding, Oil&Gas, Offshore and Energy. Its         

versatility allows satisfying the customer’s require-

ments providing them with a complete and accurate 

control all over the Project.

IteamPCS monitors from the Factory Acceptance Test 

(FAT) to the Construction and Commissioning, divi-

ding the installation into systems and sub-systems, 

preparing and executing project tasks on a daily basis,        

ensuring traceability and real-time status of the pro-

ject verification and managing required documents and 

manuals.

It includes the modules of Expediting, Mechanical 

Completion, Pre-commissioning and Commissioning, 

as well as the possibility of transversal work with the 

Conservation and Maintenance module.

In addition, thanks to the Cloud connectivity ITeamPCS 

offers information in real time and guarantees the      

follow-up of all the project. Clients have a complete 

access and continued data exchange anywhere in the 

world. Pine Equipos Eléctricos S.A.

www.pine.es
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Making your project easier



IteamPCS is a reliable software adaptable to the                  

necessities of each Project and Client, keeping control 

all over the planning and progress of the installation. 

This tool minimizes paper work, time to operations, costs 

and failures and maximizes safety on site and technical         

integrity.

ITeamPCS manages the Punch lists during each phase of 

the Project in order to achieve the maximum quality for 

the Client.

After milestone completion and turnover/acceptance, 

IteamPCS can be used by the final client for the Mainte-

nance Engineering during the Project´s operation. 

> Completion Management

ITeamPCS can be applied in most industrial Projects      

during the Construction and Commissioning phases. Pine 

Equipos Eléctricos has extensive experience in software 

implementation within a wide range of industries such as, 

Oil&Gas, Offshore, Energy, and Shipbuilding.

> Application Areas

> Access on real time

IteamPCS facilitates our client to easily access the           

information, during all execution phases on real time,    

monitor the follow up, ensure quality requirements and 

save time minimizing costs.

Our system allows working all around the world, even if 

no internet connection is available. Clients can connect 

anytime via Web to our Cloud.
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Includes all the Project’s phases
Modules and phases are interconnected
User friendly, reliable and configurable
Technical support provided
Achieve quality and satisfaction requirements

> Technical Team

Our technical and experienced team is qualified to         

initiate and support any Project, either in execution or at 

documentary management stage. It includes integration 

of drawings, datasheet, certificates, manuals, vendor’s 

drawings, etc.

Our team is highly trained in the software methodology 

and application guarantying the success of the Project 

and the satisfaction of our Client.

Furthermore, our experimented team continues                     

improving the IteamPCS by including new technologies 

that make this tool user friendly, reliable, fast, efficient 

and professional.
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